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The vehicle-based mobile mapping system (MMS) is effective for capturing dense 3D data of roads, road-
side objects and buildings. Since discrete points are not convenient for many application systems, a tri-
angulated irregular network (TIN) is often generated from point-clouds. However, TIN data require two or
three times larger storage than point-clouds. If TIN models can be promptly generated while loading
point-clouds, it would not be necessary to store huge TIN models on a hard disk. In this paper, we propose
two efficient TIN generation methods according to types of laser scanners. One is the line-by-line TIN
generation method, and the other is the GPS-time based method. These methods can quickly generate
TIN models based on scan lines of laser scanners. In addition, we introduce a new compression method
to reduce the loading time of point-clouds. Our compression method is also based on the scan lines of
laser scanners. Since points captured by a MMS tend to be positioned on nearly straight lines, their data
size can be significantly reduced by coding the second order differences.

� 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The vehicle-based mobile mapping system (MMS) is effective
for capturing 3D data of roads, roadside objects and buildings. A
MMS is a vehicle on which laser scanners, cameras, IMU and GPS
navigation systems are mounted. When high-performance laser
scanners are mounted on a MMS, hundreds of thousands of 3D
coordinates are measured every second. High-density point-
clouds of real world environments are useful for many fields, such
as civil engineering, architecture, and infrastructure management.

Many researchers have studied on the detection of roads, build-
ings, and roadside objects from MMS data [1–9]. Since discrete
points are not convenient for many application systems, a triangu-
lated irregular network (TIN) is often generated from point-clouds
[10–13]. TIN models are useful for rendering, detection of bumps
and potholes on roads, object recognition, and so on. TIN models
are a set of triangles that share common vertices. Since each trian-
gle maintains connectivity with adjacent triangles and vertices,
geometric properties such as gradient and curvature can be calcu-
lated using neighbor vertices.

When a MMS captures point-clouds in city-scale driving, the
data volume is often more than a terabyte. A huge volume of
MMS data leads to a serious problem in TIN generation. Since the
data size of TIN models is twice or three times larger than that of
point-clouds, it is not desirable to store both TIN models and
point-clouds. If we can promptly generate TIN models while load-
ing point-clouds, we do not have to store huge TIN models in a
hard disk.

In this paper, we discuss efficient TIN generation methods for
huge point-clouds. Our goal is to promptly generate TIN models
from point-clouds without storing additional data. Since the com-
putation cost of general-purpose TIN generation is expensive, we
develop special-purpose TIN generation methods for MMS data.

Even when only point-clouds are maintained on a hard disk,
their data size is still large for storing and loading. Therefore
we also discuss compression methods for point-clouds captured
by a MMS. To reduce loading time, simple and fast decompres-
sion schemes are strongly required as well as high compression
rates.

In the following sections, we discuss the characteristics of
point-clouds captured by typical laser scanners. In Section 3, we
propose a TIN generation method for the line-by-line type of laser
scanners. In Section 4, we also propose a different TIN generation
method for the spiral type of laser scanners. In Section 5, we pro-
pose a compression method that is suitable for point-clouds cap-
tured by MMSs. In Section 6, we show the experimental results
for our methods. Finally, we conclude our research in Section 7.
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Table 1
Specification of laser scanners [15,16].

Laser scanners SICK LMS291 RIEGL VQ-250

Sampling speed (points/sec) 54,000 300,000
Rotation frequency (Hz) 75 100
Scanning type Line-by-line Spiral
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2. Types of laser scanners on MMS

2.1. Laser scanners on MMS

Fig. 1 shows an example of MMSs. In this MMS, laser scanners,
CCD cameras, GPSs, and an IMU are mounted on the roof of a vehi-
cle. These devices are synchronized, and their outputs have com-
mon time stamps. GPSs and an IMU are used to identify positions
and attitudes of the vehicle based on the global coordinate system.
Laser scanners capture 3D coordinates on the scanner-centered
coordinate system. Since the relative positions of laser scanners
are known with respect to the vehicle, local coordinates of points
can be converted into global coordinates. Digital images from
CCD cameras are used to add colors to point-clouds.

Laser scanners capture a wide range of point-clouds by chang-
ing the direction of laser beams. We can classify laser scanners into
two types according to scanning angles. One type of scanner emits
laser beams in limited ranges line-by-line, while the other type of
scanner continuously emits laser beams in a spiral manner with a
360-degree rotation. In this paper, we call these two types of scan-
ners the line-by-line type and the spiral type. While the
line-by-line type is typically much lower in cost than the spiral
type, the spiral type can output a higher resolution of
point-clouds. The users of MMSs typically select one or the both
types based on budgets, objects to be measured, and requirements
on the resolution and accuracy.

In our experiments, we used two different laser scanners
mounted on MMSs. Table 1 shows their specifications. SICK LMS
291 is the line-by-line type, which emits laser beams within 180
degrees. RIEGL VQ-250 is the spiral type, which emits laser beams
continuously. The both scanners are widely used by survey compa-
nies in Japan.

Points captured by a MMS are stored in files in the order of mea-
surement. Each point has a 3D coordinate, GPS time, and intensity
values. GPS time indicates the time when points are measured.
RGB colors may be optionally added in post-processing phases by
projecting point-clouds on calibrated digital images.

2.2. Line-by-line type of scanners

The line-by-line laser scanner captures point-clouds in limited
angles, as shown in Fig. 2(a). In this type of scanner, point-clouds
are separated into scan lines within the specified angle, as shown
in Fig. 2(b). When point-clouds are captured using the
line-by-line laser scanner, they can be sequentially processed line
by line.

2.3. Spiral type of scanners

The other type of laser scanner captures point-clouds in a spiral
manner within 360 degrees, as shown in Fig. 3. Since a MMS moves
forwards while laser beams are rotating, the trajectory of laser
Fig. 1. Mobile mapp
beams is like a spiral. This type of scanner outputs a sequence of
points that have no explicit boundaries of scan lines.
3. TIN generation for line-by-line laser scanners

Since general-purpose TIN generation is not very efficient for
huge point-clouds, we consider new methods that utilize the char-
acteristics of point-clouds captured by MMSs. First, we consider
point-clouds captured by the line-by-line laser scanner.
Point-clouds from this type of laser scanner can be quickly triangu-
lated by creating triangles between scan lines.

Since points are stored in the order of measurement, scan lines
can be generated by connecting points sequentially. Fig. 4 shows
two scan lines: L1 and L2. In our algorithm, a point is selected from
L1, and the nearest point in L2 is then searched. When the distance
of the nearest point is smaller than threshold d, an edge is gener-
ated between two points. Once an edge is generated, the next near-
est point is searched for only within the next n points in L2 to
improve efficiency. In this paper, we set the value of n to 5. The
threshold value d is determined depending on the speed s (m/s)
of a vehicle and the rotation speed f (Hz) of a laser scanner.
Since we can estimate the interval of scan lines as s=f , we specify
the threshold value d as ks=f , where k is a constant value. In our
experiments, we set the value of k to 1.2.

Then, polygons are subdivided into triangles. An example of gen-
erated TIN models is shown in Fig. 5. The left figure is a wireframe of
a road surface, and the right figure is a rendered image. Points on
scan lines are not ordered at equal distances when laser beams are
not returned because of a certain reason, such as potholes on roads.
As shown in circles Fig. 5, our method can correctly generate trian-
gles even when some points are missing on scan lines.

Fig. 6 shows TIN models generated using line-by-line triangula-
tion. The point-cloud was captured with SICK LMS 291 with
37.5 Hz. We set the parameter s to 11.1 m/s, which is the typical
legal speed in Japan. In this example, 9.8 thousand irregular points
were detected and repaired. Since our method searches only local
neighbors, TIN models can be very efficiently generated.
4. TIN generation for the spiral type of laser scanner

4.1. Rotation frequency and GPS time

Since point-clouds captured by spiral-type laser scanners do not
have explicit scan line boundaries, line-by-line triangulation is not
ing system [14].



Fig. 2. Line-by-line scanning.

Fig. 3. Scanning in a spiral manner.
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Fig. 4. Search range for the next neighbor point.

Fig. 5. TIN model of a road surface.
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applicable. We introduce a different triangulation method for
spiral-type laser scanners. We describe sequential points as
fPig ði ¼ 1; . . . nÞ, where pi ¼ ðxi; yi; zi; tiÞ is a coordinate, and ti is
GPS time.

Since spiral-type laser scanners tend to output huge point-clouds,
quickly generating millions of triangles is necessary. Scan lines are
also generated by connecting points in the temporal order, as shown
in Fig. 7. In this paper, the distance between points on a scan line is
described as a pitch, and the distance between adjacent scan-lines
as an interval. To generate a triangle using points pi and piþ1 in
Fig. 7, the third vertex of the triangle has to be detected in the adja-
cent scan line. If disconnected neighbor points can be quickly
detected, TIN models can be efficiently generated. Therefore we con-
sider restricting search areas based on the cycle of laser beams.



Fig. 6. TIN models generated using the line-by-line method.
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Fig. 7. Scan lines of points captured by spiral-type laser scanners.

Fig. 8. Points every 1/f second.

(a) Point-cloud (b) Scan lines 

(c) Nearest points (d) Triangulation 

Fig. 9. TIN generation for spiral-type laser scanners.
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Laser beams from a laser scanner rotate within 360 degrees in a
cycle of the constant frequency f Hz, which is given as the specifi-
cation of laser scanners. Then disconnected neighbors are expected
to be found around 1/f second later. We denote 1/f as T.

We verified the accuracy of the frequency using point-clouds
captured with 100 Hz (T = 1/100 s). Fig. 8 shows that the frequency
can be a good marker to restrict the search ranges of the nearest
points. In this figure, points are sequentially connected with lines,
and the colors of the lines are changed to green or magenta every T
second. Circles show where colors are changed. Since each circle
position is close to the nearest points of the previous circle, the
search range for the nearest point can be restricted based on the
GPS time and the rotation frequency.

Even when the frequency of a laser scanner is unknown, it can
be estimated by detecting the nearest points. We calculated differ-
ences of GPS time between each point and its nearest disconnected
point, and estimated rotation frequencies as the mode values. We
evaluated 100 point-clouds. Then errors of rotational frequency
were less than 0.2% in all cases.

4.2. TIN generation algorithm for spiral-type laser scanners

Fig. 9 shows the process of our TIN generation algorithm. We
explain our algorithm using a point-cloud in Fig. 9(a). First, points
are connected in the temporal order when pitches are less than
threshold dpitch. Then scan lines are generated, as shown in Fig. 9(b).



Fig. 10. Repair of distorted triangles caused by outliers.
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The nearest neighbor of each point is searched in the adjacent
scan line. In our method, the candidates of the nearest point are
selected using the rotation frequency. For each point pi, a point
in T second later is selected using the following formula. We
denote the selected point as pj.

argmin
j
jðti þ TÞ � tjj ðj > iÞ ð1Þ

The candidate points are selected from neighbor points of pj.
We define the candidates as fpkg (j�w 6 k 6 jþw), where w is
the size of search ranges. The value of w is determined based on
the accuracy of rotational frequency. In this paper, we set the value
of w to 5.

Then the nearest point of each point is selected from the candi-
dates and connected by an edge, as shown in Fig. 9(c). We generate
polygonal faces by traversing edges, and finally, we subdivide
polygonal faces into triangles using the Delaunay triangulation,
as shown in Fig. 9(d).

When scan lines include outliers, irregular scan lines may be
generated. Scan lines are intersecting in the left of Fig. 10(a), and
a scan line turns back in the right figure. In such cases, our method
produces reversed and overlapping triangles, as shown in
Fig. 10(b). We repair such cases by locally applying the Taubin
operator, which is a well-known smoothing operator for TIN
models [17]. The Taubin operator is a low-pass filter that selec-
tively smoothens sharp vertices. We apply the Taubin operator
only to points that are shared by triangle faces with opposite nor-
mal vectors. Fig. 10(c) shows triangles repaired using the Taubin
operator. In this figure, modified points are shown in circles.
Since our method only moves a small number of irregular points,
it can repair distorted triangles very quickly.

Fig. 11 shows a TIN model generated from 2.7 million points.
This TIN model consists of 5.0 million triangles. The computation
time for triangulation was 5.0 s, while loading time was 7.6 s.
Since point density is very high, dense triangles are generated.
Fig. 12 shows a TIN model of roadside objects. The result shows
that that our method can convert dense point-clouds into TIN
models without down sampling.

Although the computation time of triangulation was faster than
the file loading time, triangulation of large point-clouds is
time-consuming. Therefore, we improve efficiency by introducing
adaptive triangulation.
4.3. Adaptive TIN generation

In the case of most spiral-type laser scanners, the lengths of
scan-line intervals are much larger than the lengths of spacing,



Fig. 11. TIN model generated from 2.7 million points.

Fig. 12. TIN model of roadside objects.
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as shown in Fig. 13(a). When all points in scan lines are used for
triangulation, a lot of thin triangles are generated, as shown in
Fig. 13(b). An unnecessarily large number of thin triangles cause
distorted rendering and long computation time.

To avoid thin triangles and improve performance, we introduce
adaptive triangulation that adaptively eliminates points on scan
lines.

We explain our algorithm using Fig. 14. We suppose that the
start point of triangulation is pi on the scan line 1. Then the nearest
point is searched from points on the adjacent scan-line 2 using the
method described in Section 4.2. We denote the nearest point of pi

as qi and the distance between pi and qi as d.
Fig. 13. Thin triangle
Then the distance q � d is calculated. We define q as the quality
parameter, which is determined by the user to control the density
of triangles. Points on each scan line are reduced so that the dis-
tances between adjacent points become approximately q � d. In
Fig. 14, pj and pk are selected on scan line 1, and qj and qk are
selected on scan line 2.

The nearest points are searched from the reduced points, as
shown by arrows in Fig. 14. Finally, polygonal faces are subdivided
into triangles by adding dashed lines.

The distance d is calculated each time when two continuous
scan-lines are processed. In our method, points on each scan line
are reduced once. In Fig. 14, if the next scan-line 3 is processed,
s in TIN model.



Nearest point 

Start point 

Scan-line 1 

Scan-line 2 
qi

pi pj pk

qj qj
q.d q.d≈

q.d≈q.d≈

≈

d

Fig. 14. Adaptive triangulation method.
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points only on the scan-line 3 are reduced because the scan-line 2
is previously reduced in triangulation between the scan-lines 1 and
2.

We applied adaptive triangulation to scan-lines in Fig. 13. As
shown in Fig. 15(a), the original scan lines include dense points.
Fig. 15(b) shows reduced points by setting the quality parameter
to 1. The result in Fig. 15(c) shows that thin triangles in
Fig. 13(b) are extensively improved using the adaptive triangula-
tion. The performance of triangulation can also be improved using
the adaptive triangulation. In our experiments, the computation
time of triangulation of the point-cloud in Fig. 11 was reduced
from 5.0 s to 0.24 s by using the adaptive triangulation with q ¼ 1.

5. Compression of point-clouds captured by MMS

5.1. Coherency in point sequences

Even when TIN models can be promptly reconstructed from
point-clouds, the data sizes of point-clouds are still too large for
storing and loading. It is desirable that the data size of a huge
point-cloud is reduced and the loading time is shortened.

A variety of compression methods have been proposed for TIN
models [18–23]. Although these methods achieve excellent com-
pression rates, they need a lot of computation time to decode large
compressed data. To promptly generate TIN models from
point-clouds, compressed data have to be quickly decompressed.

In this paper, we propose a new compression method based on
scan lines in MMS data. Since most points are captured densely on
smooth surfaces, a sequence of points tends to be nearly straight
lines. Such linear configurations of points commonly appear on
man-made objects, such as roads, walls, buildings, and traffic signs.

In our compression scheme, we suppose that most points are
equidistantly distributed on nearly straight lines. If this assump-
tion is satisfied, the coordinates of points can be approximately
predicted using previous points. When three points are on a
straight line equidistantly, the following second-order difference
di becomes 0.
Fig. 15. TIN model generated us
di ¼ pi � 2pi�1 þ pi�2 ð2Þ

Table 2 shows the sequence of coordinates and GPS time in an
actual point-cloud. In this table, second-order differences are
quantized using their significant digits. While original values are
represented using many digits, their second-order differences
become very small.

When values are represented as second-order differences, they
can be quickly restored as:

pi ¼ di þ 2pi�1 � pi�2 ð3Þ

Since this calculation is extremely simple and efficient, the
encoded data can be promptly decoded.

5.2. Compression of point-clouds

Point-cloud data mainly consist of 3D coordinates and GPS time,
which are represented in double precision. Therefore, we consider
a compressed representation for coordinates and GPS time.

In our compression scheme, points are connected in the tempo-
ral order when pitches are less than the threshold dpitch, and each
connected scan line is separately encoded. Suppose that a scan line
is represented as fpkg ðr � k � sÞ. Then these points can be com-
pactly represented using pr , prþ1, and fdkg ðr þ 2 6 k 6 sÞ, where
dk ¼ ðdxk; dyk; dzk; dtkÞ.

We encode the second order difference of coordinate
ðdxk; dyk; dzkÞ using multiples of M bits, as shown in Fig. 16. The
Mth bit indicates whether there are following bits. Signs of positive
or negative are also represented by a string of bits for each scan
line. We used M = 4 in our experiments, because the compression
ratio was the highest at this setting. We encode each scan line sep-
arately. When a sequence of points in a scan line terminates, the
delimiter bits ½0;0;0;1� is described in a file to indicate the end
of a scan line.

As shown in Table 1, most second-order differences of GPS
times are 0, 1, or �1. This is because points are sampled at the
equal time interval. Other values are generated only when laser
beams are not returned and points are missing. The values 1 and
�1 are caused because of round-off errors of GPS time. In our eval-
uation using 50 million points, 94.6% of dt were 0, 1, or �1. Based
on these observations, we encode dt using 2 bits, as shown in
Table 3. When the code is ‘10’ (others), the value of dt is written
following the 2-bit code using the number of bits in which the
maximum signed-integer can be represented.

6. Experimental results

6.1. Performance evaluation for line-by-line TIN generation

We evaluated the line-by-line triangulation using point-clouds
captured by SICK LMS 291 with the 180-degree scanning angle.
ing adaptive triangulation.



Table 2
Values of a point-cloud and their second-order differences.

X Y Z GPS time dx dy dz dt

�92951.141 �11432.156 81.777 276887.6793997
�92951.133 �11432.147 81.777 276887.6794066
�92951.125 �11432.145 81.779 276887.6794100 0 �2 4 �1
�92951.125 �11432.141 81.781 276887.6794134 �8 1 �2 0
�92951.117 �11432.136 81.779 276887.6794168 8 1 �2 0
�92951.117 �11432.13 81.776 276887.6794202 �8 1 �2 0
�92951.109 �11432.127 81.780 276887.6794237 8 �3 6 1
�92951.102 �11432.122 81.778 276887.6794271 0 2 �5 �1
�92951.102 �11432.116 81.776 276887.6794305 �8 1 �1 0
�92951.094 �11432.113 81.778 276887.6794340 8 �3 4 1
�92951.094 �11432.109 81.778 276887.6794374 �8 1 �1 �1
�92951.086 �11432.104 81.778 276887.6794408 8 1 0 0
�92951.078 �11432.101 81.779 276887.6794442 0 �1 1 0

Fig. 16. Representation of second order differences.

Table 3
Encoding of GPS time.

Code 00 01 11 10

dt 0 1 �1 Others

Table 4
Timing of TIN generation by the line-by-line method.

Points Timing (s) Points/sec

Delaunay triangulation 300,000 0.66 0.45 million
Line-by-line method 300,000 0.17 1.8 million

Table 6
Timing of adaptive TIN generation (q ¼ 1).

Number of
points

TIN size CPU time (s)

Vertices Triangles Neighbor
search

Triangle
generation

Total
time

897,457 87,175 162,836 0.02 0.06 0.08
1,795,316 173,177 321,917 0.03 0.13 0.15
2,691,974 259,622 480,004 0.05 0.19 0.24
3,587,535 345,247 635,427 0.07 0.25 0.32
4,484,626 432,495 793,143 0.08 0.32 0.40
5,382,313 516,691 940,771 0.10 0.38 0.48
6,279,047 602,611 1,098,461 0.12 0.46 0.57
7,177,817 692,522 1,261,706 0.13 0.51 0.64
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Point-clouds in our experiments were captured for a highway and
a residential area in Japan. We measured CPU times to generate TIN
models. Since loading time strongly depends on storages, we mea-
sured the processing time after points were loaded on RAM. We
used a PC with 3 GHz Intel Core i7 CPU and 12 GB RAM.

We compared our method to one of the best 2D Delaunay trian-
gulation codes, which was developed by Shewchuk [24,25]. When
we applied 2D Delaunay triangulation to point-clouds, we pro-
jected all points on the x–y plane.

Table 4 shows the processing time of line-by-line TIN genera-
tion. The result in Table 4 shows that our method was 3.9 times
faster than Delaunay triangulation. This experimental result indi-
cates that our TIN generation scheme is very efficient for practical
MMS data.

6.2. Performance evaluation of TIN generation for the spiral-type laser
scanner

We evaluated TIN generation for spiral-type laser scanners. We
used point-clouds captured by RIEGL VQ 250 with the 360-degree
scanning angle. Since Delaunay triangulation is very
time-consuming for huge point-clouds, we did not compare our
method to Delaunay triangulation. Streaming Delaunay
Table 5
Timing of TIN generation for spiral-type laser scanners.

Number of points TIN size CPU time (s)

Vertices Triangles Neighbor sea

897,457 897,457 1,693,340 0.12
1,795,316 1,795,316 3,360,296 0.30
2,691,974 2,691,974 4,997,336 0.45
3,587,535 3,418,403 6,621,428 0.62
4,484,626 4,271,762 8,258,613 0.76
triangulation [26] is known for the triangulation of huge
point-clouds, but this method is not suitable for promptly triangu-
lating point-clouds because it is designed for out-of-core process-
ing and loads files twice for triangulation.

Our algorithm consists of the nearest point search based on GPS
time and the triangle generation. We measured CPU time for these
two processes. Table 5 shows the computation results. In these
examples, TIN models were generated without reducing points.
The result shows that our method could generate very large TIN
models in a reasonable time.

6.3. Performance evaluation of adaptive TIN generation

We also evaluated the timing of adaptive TIN generation by set-
ting the quality parameter to 1. Since adaptive triangulation signif-
icantly reduced the number of triangles, it was able to triangulate
very large point-cloud files in a very short time. The results are
shown in Table 6.
Points/sec

rch Triangle generation Total time

1.46 1.58 0.57 million
2.99 3.29 0.55 million
4.55 5.00 0.54 million
5.81 6.43 0.56 million
7.55 8.31 0.54 million



Fig. 17. TIN models and point-cloud resolutions.

Table 7
Timing of adaptive TIN generation with different quality parameters.

Quality parameter TIN model CPU time (s)

Vertex Face Pitch of points (cm) Neighbor search Triangle generation Total

(a) q ¼ 0:2 575,736 1,111,086 1.4 0.08 0.93 1.01
(b) q ¼ 0:4 279,890 533,375 2.9 0.04 0.28 0.32
(c) q ¼ 0:8 132,376 247,886 5.8 0.03 0.11 0.14

Table 8
Compression results of point-clouds.

Bytes per point

Average Best case Worst case

ASCII file 44.0 44.0 44.0
Binary 16.0 16.0 16.0
Our method 5.4 3.7 7.2
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6.4. Quality and performance of adaptive TIN generation

In adaptive triangulation, the quality of TIN models is controlled
by the quality parameter q. We evaluated trade-offs between the
quality and the performance using different quality parameters.
Fig. 17 shows rendering results of TIN models. In this figure, the
resolutions of TIN models are degraded when large quality param-
eters are specified. We estimated the resolution of each TIN model
by calculating the average pitches of reduced points on the road
surface. While the average pitch is 1.4 cm in the case of q ¼ 0:2,
it is 5.8 cm in the case of q ¼ 0:8. The larger the pitch is, the more
degraded the TIN model is. In Fig. 17, grooves on the wall and a
thin pole are shown in circles. They are gradually vanishing when
the quality parameter is larger and therefore the average pitch is
larger.

Table 7 shows CPU time when the different quality parameters
are used. This result shows that the performance is related to the
number of triangles and there is a trade-off between the quality
and the performance of TIN generation.
6.5. Compression ratios

We applied our compression method to practical MMS data. We
compared data sizes with ASCII data and binary files. Original val-
ues are represented using double precision, but they can be simply
reduced to single precision values by calculating the differences
from a reference point. In this evaluation, we suppose that each
point is represented using 4 single precision values in a binary file.
In the ASCII format, each point ðxi; yi; zi; tiÞ is represented using 44
characters including delimiters, as shown in Fig. 15.
In our experimental data, point-clouds are separately stored in
files every 300,000 points. We applied our compression method to
200 files and evaluated the average, the best, and the worst data
sizes. In this experiment, we set the value of dpitch to 0.3 m. The
result is shown in Table 8. Our experimental result shows that
our compressed data were much smaller than the binary files.
7. Conclusions

In this paper, we introduced efficient TIN generation methods
for point-clouds captured by MMSs. We proposed two methods
according to types of laser scanners; namely, the line-by-line
method, and the GPS-time based method. We also proposed adap-
tive triangulation to reduce thin triangles and improve efficiency.
Our experimental results show that our methods can very quickly
generate TIN models. We also introduced a compressed represen-
tation for point-clouds. Since points tend to be placed on nearly
straight lines, their data size can be significantly reduced by coding
second order differences. In our experiments, our method signifi-
cantly reduced the data sizes of point-clouds.

For future work, we would like to develop TIN generation for
overlapping scan lines, because our methods generates distorted
TIN models when the scan lines are overlapping. We would also
like to investigate a trade-off between quality and performance
in more detail and estimate adequate quality parameters.
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